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clause of the subsection, under which the privilege of 
republishing the contribution under certain limited cir-
cumstances would be presumed, is an essential counter-
part of the basic presumption. Under the language of 
this clause a publishing company could reprint a con-
tribution from one issue in a later issue of its maga-
zine, and could reprint an article from a 1980 edition of 
an encyclopedia in a 1990 revision of it; the publisher 
could not revise the contribution itself or include it in 
a new anthology or an entirely different magazine or 
other collective work. 

Transfer of Ownership. The principle of unlimited 
alienability of copyright is stated in clause (1) of sec-
tion 201(d). Under that provision the ownership of a 
copyright, or of any part of it, may be transferred by 
any means of conveyance or by operation of law, and is 
to be treated as personal property upon the death of 
the owner. The term ‘‘transfer of copyright ownership’’ 
is defined in section 101 to cover any ‘‘conveyance, 
alienation, or hypothecation,’’ including assignments, 
mortgages, and exclusive licenses, but not including 
nonexclusive licenses. Representatives of motion pic-
ture producers have argued that foreclosures of copy-
right mortgages should not be left to varying State 
laws, and that the statute should establish a Federal 
foreclosure system. However, the benefits of such a sys-
tem would be of very limited application, and would 
not justify the complicated statutory and procedural 
requirements that would have to be established. 

Clause (2) of subsection (d) contains the first explicit 
statutory recognition of the principle of divisibility of 
copyright in our law. This provision, which has long 
been sought by authors and their representatives, and 
which has attracted wide support from other groups, 
means that any of the exclusive rights that go to make 
up a copyright, including those enumerated in section 
106 and any subdivision of them, can be transferred and 
owned separately. The definition of ‘‘transfer of copy-
right ownership’’ in section 101 makes clear that the 
principle of divisibility applies whether or not the 
transfer is ‘‘limited in time or place of effect,’’ and an-
other definition in the same section provides that the 
term ‘‘copyright owner,’’ with respect to any one exclu-
sive right, refers to the owner of that particular right. 
The last sentence of section 201(d)(2) adds that the 
owner, with respect to the particular exclusive right he 
or she owns, is entitled ‘‘to all of the protection and 
remedies accorded to the copyright owner by this 
title.’’ It is thus clear, for example, that a local broad-
casting station holding an exclusive license to transmit 
a particular work within a particular geographic area 
and for a particular period of time, could sue, in its 
own name as copyright owner, someone who infringed 
that particular exclusive right. 

Subsection (e) provides that when an individual au-
thor’s ownership of a copyright, or of any of the exclu-
sive rights under a copyright, have not previously been 
voluntarily transferred, no action by any governmental 
body or other official or organization purporting to 
seize, expropriate, transfer, or exercise rights of owner-
ship with respect to the copyright, or any of the exclu-
sive rights under a copyright, shall be given effect 
under this title. 

The purpose of this subsection is to reaffirm the basic 
principle that the United States copyright of an indi-
vidual author shall be secured to that author, and can-
not be taken away by any involuntary transfer. It is 
the intent of the subsection that the author be enti-
tled, despite any purported expropriation or involun-
tary transfer, to continue exercising all rights under 
the United States statute, and that the governmental 
body or organization may not enforce or exercise any 
rights under this title in that situation. 

It may sometimes be difficult to ascertain whether a 
transfer of copyright is voluntary or is coerced by co-
vert pressure. But subsection (e) would protect foreign 
authors against laws and decrees purporting to divest 
them of their rights under the United States copyright 
statute, and would protect authors within the foreign 
country who choose to resist such covert pressures. 

Traditional legal actions that may involve transfer of 
ownership, such as bankruptcy proceedings and mort-
gage foreclosures, are not within the scope of this sub-
section; the authors in such cases have voluntarily con-
sented to these legal processes by their overt actions— 
for example, by filing in bankruptcy or by hypoth-
ecating a copyright. 

AMENDMENTS 

1978—Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 95–598 inserted ‘‘, except as 
provided under title 11’’. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1978 AMENDMENT 

Amendment effective Oct. 1, 1979, see section 402(a) of 
Pub. L. 95–598 set out as an Effective Date note preced-
ing section 101 of Title 11, Bankruptcy. 

§ 202. Ownership of copyright as distinct from 
ownership of material object 

Ownership of a copyright, or of any of the ex-
clusive rights under a copyright, is distinct from 
ownership of any material object in which the 
work is embodied. Transfer of ownership of any 
material object, including the copy or phono-
record in which the work is first fixed, does not 
of itself convey any rights in the copyrighted 
work embodied in the object; nor, in the absence 
of an agreement, does transfer of ownership of a 
copyright or of any exclusive rights under a 
copyright convey property rights in any mate-
rial object. 

(Pub. L. 94–553, title I, § 101, Oct. 19, 1976, 90 Stat. 
2568.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

HOUSE REPORT NO. 94–1476 

The principle restated in section 202 is a fundamental 
and important one: that copyright ownership and own-
ership of a material object in which the copyrighted 
work is embodied are entirely separate things. Thus, 
transfer of a material object does not of itself carry 
any rights under the copyright, and this includes trans-
fer of the copy or phonorecord—the original manu-
script, the photographic negative, the unique painting 
or statue, the master tape recording, etc.—in which the 
work was first fixed. Conversely, transfer of a copy-
right does not necessarily require the conveyance of 
any material object. 

As a result of the interaction of this section and the 
provisions of section 204(a) and 301, the bill would 
change a common law doctrine exemplified by the deci-
sion in Pushman v. New York Graphic Society, Inc., 287 
N.Y. 302, 39 N.E.2d 249 (1942). Under that doctrine, au-
thors or artists are generally presumed to transfer 
common law literary property rights when they sell 
their manuscript or work of art, unless those rights are 
specifically reserved. This presumption would be re-
versed under the bill, since a specific written convey-
ance of rights would be required in order for a sale of 
any material object to carry with it a transfer of copy-
right. 

§ 203. Termination of transfers and licenses 
granted by the author 

(a) CONDITIONS FOR TERMINATION.—In the case 
of any work other than a work made for hire, 
the exclusive or nonexclusive grant of a transfer 
or license of copyright or of any right under a 
copyright, executed by the author on or after 
January 1, 1978, otherwise than by will, is sub-
ject to termination under the following condi-
tions: 

(1) In the case of a grant executed by one au-
thor, termination of the grant may be effected 
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